
PSYC 4165 Homework 7: Loudness Assignment
Lew Harvey

28 October 2016

Homework Assignment 7 - 10 Points

Due by Friday, 4 November 2016

There are two parts to this homework assignment. Each part counts 5 points. Late homework will receive a
grade of zero. Your homework must be prepared using R markdown language. Use this file as a template,
changing the date and the author name, of course. Upload your RMD markdown file to the D2L course
dropbox by the deadline indicated above.

Part 1

We must distinguish between the physical stimulus on the one hand and the psychological experience on the
other. Sound amplitude is expressed in RMS pressure units or in decibels relative to a standard pressure (P0
= 0.00002 N/m2).

dB = 20 · log10

(
P

P0

)
The psychological unit of loudness is the sone (Stevens, 1961). By definition, 1 sone is the loudness of a 1000
Hz tone 40 dB above its detection threshold. Assuming that a normal listener’s detection threshold for a 1000
Hz tone is 0 dB, then 1 sone is the loudness of a 1000 Hz tone with a sound pressure level of 0.002 N/m2.
The relationship between perceived loudness and sound pressure level is nonlinear: a power function:

L = k · SPL0.6

where L is loudness, SPL is the sound pressure level in Newtons per square meter, and k is a scaling constant.
The scaling constant for a normal listener is k = 41.6:

sones = 41.6 · SPL0.6

Using the above relationships, compute the loudness of a 1000 Hz sine wave tone having the following
intensities: 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 110 dB and put the results in a table rounding to the nearest
whole number: in R you can use the round() function. Don’t forget to convert decibels into Newtons per
square meter before computing the loudness in sones: db2spl <- function(db) {0.00002 * 10ˆ(db/20)}

decibles spl sones
40 ? ?
50 ? ?
60 ? ?
70 ? ?
80 ? ?
90 ? ?
100 ? ?
110 ? ?
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Part 1 Question

What do you have to do to the pressure of a sound to double its loudness? Explain how you arrived at your
answer.

Part 2

Make two graphs:

1. Sones on the ordinate; SPL on the abscissa
2. Sones on the ordinate; dB on the abscissa (make the sones axis a logarithmic scale by including log=“y”

as an argument to the plot command; eg, plot(. . . , log=“y”)

Which graph results in a straight-line linear relationship between sones and dB?

Instructions

1. Make a fresh Rmd file or use a copy of the help.Rmd file as a starting point. Give the copy a name
that identifies you: for example “Homework7 Your Name. Rmd”. Edit the new file to provide your
answers to the homework questions.

2. Change the date and the author fields at the top of the file.
3. Any R code you want to use for your homework goes into code chunks.
4. By cliking on the “Knit PDF” tab in RStudio, you may view the pdf rendered version as you work to

check the appearance of your document. But all you need to submit to the D2L dropbox is your Rmd
file. Turn in a printed copy of the pdf file by the due date in class.
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